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the new building is within 10 minutes walk of a train station, a major shopping centre, a large park and a small business park. there is a short distance between it and the university of cambridge, and in the five year period, the building has a potential to work more closely with the university. bareham architects was founded in 1975, and has been in practice since 1981. the practice is headed by the principal architect, joshua bareham. the practice has practiced for the last 25 years, and over that time the practice has seen many changes in form, and in the technologies
used. at the moment it is headed by joshua bareham and tom grimes. tom was brought in in 2009 to replace co-founder lee bythell, who left the practice. sarah pool-biro is the office manager, and has the task of looking after the administration of the practice. the bent one is an adapter for the gh3 for 4/3 to ef. in one package the 2.8 + 2.8 lens, which means you get auto focus. i don't like that it doesn't have + focus peaking, i don't like the way the little settings menu slides off if you select anything.. i wish canon didn't have to add things to their lenses, that is, if we

want them to stop. they are quite happy to tinker with the sensor and make it better - but anything that isn't supported by the existing lens is not supported. it's about time and money they put into making them work together. when i first heard about this new lens, i sent an email off to canon, and i got an email back a few days later which said they had started designing this lens. they sent me pictures of it and some of the great features, like af point selection in-live mode, but didn't announce the release date. and i couldn't find this lens on their site until today, when it
was announced in a news release. i was holding out for 18-200
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in practice since 1981. the practice is headed by the principal architect,

joshua bareham. the practice has practiced for the last 25 years, and
over that time the practice has seen many changes in form, and in the
technologies used. at the moment it is headed by joshua bareham and

tom grimes. tom was brought in in 2009 to replace co-founder lee
bythell, who left the practice. sarah pool-biro is the office manager, and
has the task of looking after the administration of the practice. the bent
one is an adapter for the gh3 for 4/3 to ef. in one package the 2.8 + 2.8
lens, which means you get auto focus. i don't like that it doesn't have +
focus peaking, i don't like the way the little settings menu slides off if
you select anything.. i wish canon didn't have to add things to their

lenses, that is, if we want them to stop. they are quite happy to tinker
with the sensor and make it better - but anything that isn't supported
by the existing lens is not supported. it's about time and money they

put into making them work together. when i first heard about this new
lens, i sent an email off to canon, and i got an email back a few days
later which said they had started designing this lens. they sent me

pictures of it and some of the great features, like af point selection in-
live mode, but didn't announce the release date. and i couldn't find this
lens on their site until today, when it was announced in a news release.
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